Differential and integrated cross sections for the formation of antihydrogen by the impact of intermediate-energy (20-500 keV) antiprotons on positronium are calculated using the first Born approximation. The calculations are carried out for the formation of antihydrogen in ground and various excited electronic states (n = 1-3) when positronium, the target atom, is in the ground state, and for the formation of antihydrogen in the ground state when the positronium is in various excited electronic states (n = 1 -2). The 1/n' behavior for the capture cross sections is used to calculate the total (that is, all states added together) integrated cross sections. The cross sections for the formation of antihydrogen presented here are obtained from those for the formation of positronium by the impact of positrons on hydrogen atoms by using charge invariance and the principle of detailed balance.
where the overtilde represents the Fourier transform of the respective function. For example, the Founer trans-
Substituting the explicit forms for the potential V, and the wave functions P; and tI)I, the term X, incurs an integral of the form
which, upon using the Feynman identity, can be reduced to a one-dimensional integral as 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The present work on charge-transfer processes has been carried out using both the prior and the post forms of the interaction. The dift'erence in the values of the cross sections using these two forms of the interaction (that is, the post-prior discrepancy) is quite small (a few parts in a thousand Fig. 2 and those for the formation of antihydrogen in the ground state from all possible states of positronium are shown in Fig. 3 Table I and are shown in Fig. 4 (1983) .
